**E Z PORT**

**E** Extension Cable for the game I/O port of the **APPLE II** computer. Eliminates the need to open the computer when changing from paddles, joystick, or VersaWriter.

**Z** Zero Force Insertion Socket. This specially designed DIP socket will last indefinitely compared to ordinary sockets. No stress is exerted on pins, so they won’t snap off. Ordinary DIP sockets are not designed to be used over and over again and eventually will fail to contact the pins plugged into them.

**P** Installs easily: Carefully plug the E Z Port cable into the Apple game I/O port. Make sure the marked end of the plug faces **FORWARD** on the computer. Also make sure you’re not off by a pin. Run the cable out of the slot behind the I/O, and around the side of the computer. Peel the paper off of the self-stick pad on the back of E Z Port and adhere the E Z Port to the side of your **APPLE II**. Mate peripheral with pin 1 at the E Z Port locking lever.